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7s contain -LP- 

ALPACAS AAACLPS ALPACA, ruminant mammal [n] 

ALPHORN AHLNOPR wooden horn used by Swiss herdsmen [n -S] 

ALPHYLS AHLLPSY ALPHYL, univalent radical [n] 

ALPINES AEILNPS ALPINE, plant native to high mountain regions [n] 

BULLPEN BELLNPU enclosure for bulls [n -S] 

CALPACK AACCKLP calpac (sheepskin hat) [n -S] 

CALPACS AACCLPS CALPAC, sheepskin hat [n] 

CALPAIN AACILNP enzyme for digesting proteins [n -S] 

CATALPA AAACLPT tree [n -S] 

COALPIT ACILOPT pit from which coal is obtained [n -S] 

CULPRIT CILPRTU one that is guilty [n -S] 

DELPHIC CDEHILP ambiguous (uncertainty of meaning) [adj] 

DOLPHIN DHILNOP marine mammal [n -S] 

EELPOUT EELOPTU marine fish [n -S] 

FOWLPOX FLOOPWX virus disease of poultry [n -ES] 

GULPERS EGLPRSU GULPER, one that gulps (to swallow rapidly) [n] 

GULPIER EGILPRU GULPY, marked by gulping [adj] 

GULPING GGILNPU GULP, to swallow rapidly [v] 

HELPERS EEHLPRS HELPER, one that helps (to give assistance to) [n] 

HELPFUL EFHLLPU being of service or assistance [adj] 

HELPING EGHILNP portion of food [n -S] / HELP, to give assistance to [v] 

KALPACS AACKLPS KALPAC, calpac (sheepskin hat) [n] 

KALPAKS AAKKLPS KALPAK, calpac (sheepskin hat) [n] 

KELPIES EEIKLPS KELPIE, water sprite [n] / KELPY [n] 

KELPING EGIKLNP KELP, to burn type of seaweed [v] 

MAGILPS AGILMPS MAGILP, megilp (substance with which pigments are mixed in painting) [n] 

MEGILPH EGHILMP megilp (substance with which pigments are mixed in painting) [n -S] 

MEGILPS EGILMPS MEGILP, substance with which pigments are mixed in painting [n] 

PALPATE AAELPPT to examine by touch [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PALPING AGILNPP PALP, to touch (to be in or come into contact with) [v] 

PULPERS ELPPRSU PULPER, one that pulps (to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter)) [n] 

PULPIER EILPPRU PULPY, resembling pulp [adj] 

PULPILY ILLPPUY in pulpy (resembling pulp) manner [adv] 

PULPING GILNPPU process of reducing to pulp [n -S] / PULP, to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter) [v] 

PULPITS ILPPSTU PULPIT, platform in church [n] 

PULPOUS LOPPSUU pulpy (resembling pulp) [adj] 

RALPHED ADEHLPR RALPH, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

SALPIAN AAILNPS salpa (free-swimming tunicate) [n -S] 

SALPIDS ADILPSS SALPID, salpa (free-swimming tunicate) [n] 

SALPINX AILNPSX anatomical tube [n -NGES] 

SCALPED ACDELPS SCALP, to remove upper part from [v] 

SCALPEL ACELLPS small surgical knife [n -S] 

SCALPER ACELPRS one that scalps (to remove upper part from) [n -S] 

SCULPED CDELPSU SCULP, to sculpt (to form image or representation of from solid material) [v] 

SCULPIN CILNPSU freshwater fish [n -S] 
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SCULPTS CLPSSTU SCULPT, to form image or representation of from solid material [v] 

SHILPIT HIILPST sickly (appearing as if sick) [adj] 

SKELPED DEEKLPS SKELP, to slap (to strike with open hand) [v] 

SKELPIT EIKLPST SKELP, to slap (to strike with open hand) [v] 

SULPHAS AHLPSSU SULPHA, sulfa (bacteria-inhibiting drug) [n] 

SULPHID DHILPSU sulfide (sulfur compound) [n -S] 

SULPHUR HLPRSUU to sulfur (to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SYLPHIC CHILPSY SYLPH, slender, graceful girl or woman [adj] 

SYLPHID DHILPSY young sylph [n -S] 

TELPHER EEHLPRT to transport by system of aerial cable cars [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ULPANIM AILMNPU ULPAN, school in Israel for teaching Hebrew [n] 

VULPINE EILNPUV pertaining to fox [adj] 

WHELPED DEEHLPW WHELP, to give birth to [v] 

YELPERS EELPRSY YELPER, one that yelps (to utter sharp, shrill cry) [n] 

YELPING EGILNPY YELP, to utter sharp, shrill cry [v] 

 

7s end -LP 

INSCULP CILNPSU to engrave (to form by incision) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTYELP ELOPTUY to surpass in yelping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -LP- 

ALPHABET AABEHLPT to arrange in customary order of letters of language [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ALPHOSIS AHILOPSS lack of skin pigmentation [n -ES] 

ALPINELY AEILLNPY in lofty (extending high in air) manner [adv] 

ALPINISM AIILMNPS mountain climbing [n -S] 

ALPINIST AIILNPST mountain climber [n -S] 

BALLPARK AABKLLPR facility in which ballgames are played [n -S] 

BELLPULL BELLLLPU cord pulled to ring bell [n -S] 

BHELPURI BEHILPRU dish of rice, spices, and chutney [n -S] 

BULLPOUT BLLOPTUU bullhead (freshwater catfish) [n -S] 

COLPITIS CIILOPST vaginal inflammation [n -ES] 

CULPABLE ABCELLPU deserving blame or censure [adj] 

CULPABLY ABCLLPUY CULPABLE, deserving blame or censure [adv] 

ENTHALPY AEHLNPTY thermodynamic measure of heat [n -PIES] 

GOALPOST AGLOOPST post that marks boundary of scoring area in some games [n -S] 

GULPIEST EGILPSTU GULPY, marked by gulping [adj] 

HEELPOST EEHLOPST post fitted to end of something [n -S] 

HELPABLE ABEEHLLP HELP, to give assistance to [adj] 

HELPDESK DEEHKLPS service that helps customers with problems [n -S] 

HELPLESS EEHLLPSS defenseless [adj] 

HELPLINE EEHILLNP telephone service that provides advice [n -S] 

HELPMATE AEEHLMPT helpful companion [n -S] 

HELPMEET EEEHLMPT helpmate (helpful companion) [n -S] 

KELPFISH EFHIKLPS fish that lives among seaweed [n -ES] 
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MALPOSED ADELMOPS being in wrong position [adj] 

MILLPOND DILLMNOP pond for supplying water to run mill wheel (type of waterwheel) [n -S] 

OILPAPER AEILOPPR water-resistant paper [n -S] 

OILPROOF FILOOOPR impervious to oil [adj] 

PALPABLE AABELLPP capable of being felt [adj] 

PALPABLY AABLLPPY PALPABLE, capable of being felt [adv] 

PALPATOR AALOPPRT one that palpates (to examine by touch) [n -S] 

PALPEBRA AABELPPR eyelid (lid of skin that can be closed over eyeball) [n -E, -S] 

PALPUSES AELPPSSU PALPUS, sensory organ of arthropod [n] 

PULPALLY ALLLPPUY PULPAL, pertaining to pulp [adv] 

PULPIEST EILPPSTU PULPY, resembling pulp [adj] 

PULPITAL AILLPPTU PULPIT, platform in church [adj] 

PULPLESS ELLPPSSU having no pulp [adj] 

PULPWOOD DLOOPPUW soft wood used in making paper [n -S] 

RALPHING AGHILNPR RALPH, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

RESCULPT CELPRSTU to sculpt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SAILPAST AAILPSST sailing of ships past place [n -S] 

SALPICON ACILNOPS mixture of chopped foods in sauce used as stuffings [n -S] 

SCALPING ACGILNPS SCALP, to remove upper part from [v] 

SCULPING CGILNPSU SCULP, to sculpt (to form image or representation of from solid material) [v] 

SCULPTED CDELPSTU SCULPT, to form image or representation of from solid material [v] 

SCULPTOR CLOPRSTU one that sculpts (to form image or representation of from solid material) [n -S] 

SKELPING EGIKLNPS SKELP, to slap (to strike with open hand) [v] 

SMALLPOX ALLMOPSX virus disease [n -ES] 

SPALPEEN AEELNPPS rascal (unscrupulous or dishonest person) [n -S] 

STOLPORT LOOPRSTT airport for aircraft needing comparatively short runways [n -S] 

SULPHATE AEHLPSTU to sulfate (to treat with sulfuric acid) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SULPHIDE DEHILPSU sulfide (sulfur compound) [n -S] 

SULPHITE EHILPSTU sulfite (chemical salt) [n -S] 

SULPHONE EHLNOPSU sulfone (sulfur compound) [n -S] 

SULPHURY HLPRSUUY sulfury (resembling sulfur) [adj] 

SYLPHISH HHILPSSY SYLPH, slender, graceful girl or woman [adj] 

TAILPIPE AEIILPPT exhaust pipe [n -S] 

TOOLPUSH HLOOPSTU worker who directs drilling on oil rig [n -ES] 

UNHELPED DEEHLNPU not helped (to give assistance to) [adj] 

VOLPLANE AELLNOPV to glide in airplane [v -D, -NING, -S] 

WHELPING EGHILNPW WHELP, to give birth to [v] 

WOOLPACK ACKLOOPW bag for packing bale of wool [n -S] 

 

8s end -LP 

PEDIPALP ADEILPPP  appendage of arachnid [n -S] 


